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Alexis and James win gold for ANA at
the National Masters Championships

Alexis Whelan and James McGrath with their gold medals after winning the mixed A-B double
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The weather was fantastic and so was the rowing at the 2021
Australian Master Rowing Championship……not to mention that
me and Alexis managed to get ANA into the top 20 clubs at the
event.

ROW COURSES - 12

It was sort of lucky really, maybe the luck of the Irish, as I only
decided to go to Adelaide less than 2 weeks before it started……
not a typical approach for most competitor but I guess not
unusual for me - I am always up for a race!!
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This was my first time at an Australian National

Hearing of people screaming at the monitors in

Championship event, so it was great to take a

work, Phil commentating on the races and the

few medals home. Both me and Alexis took

general excitement amongst our fellow rowers is

great pride in telling people that we are from

what drove us on to get the best results we

Perth and that ANA was not a local Adelaide

could get for ANA.

rowing club…as many seemed to assume 'A'
was for Adelaide!

Alexis had the first race on Friday and won our
first medal….Bronze in a WB4-.

Anyhow we both wore the black and white

I then had my two scull events, first was a hard

stripes with great pride. We were even more

fought win in the LC1X and then a fairly easy

proud when we finished each of our races to see

win a few hours later in the LB1x…this was

all the messages of congratulations on our

lucky for me as we had our mixed A-B double

WhatsApp group chats.

less than 45 minutes after that race.

Bronze medallists with Melbourne RC in the mixed C4x
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For me this was the best row of the event, we went out to win this one for ANA as all our club
rowers were in this boat, the 2 of us! We knew we had speed as we had done one spin the
previous Sunday……so our plan was simple ….smash our competition in the first 400m, then
make it look easy the rest of the way home with strong rowing! It was text book as Alexis is a
fantastic stroke in any boat, allowing us to beat some impressive competition.
Saturday was a big race day for Alexis racing with Melbourne RC in the Women’s B2- and C8+
where she got to the finals in both events as well as winning a bronze medal in the Womens C4x.
Her final race and my only race for Saturday was a mixed C4x with Melbourne RC where we
managed to hold on for a Bronze medal.
For the final day of racing on Sunday both
myself and Alexis had a race each…..myself
in the Mens C2x with a Melbourne RC rower
and Alexis with Richmond RC in a Womens
B4x. I came away with a silver and Alexis with
a Gold. Another good day at the office for ANA
rowing club.
It was a great event taking home 10 medals
between us for ANA.

James won both the LB1x and LC1x events

Now the pressure is on for next year as it will
have to be the year that ANA makes its mark
and breaks into the top 10 club rankings. And
why not, its our home event at Champion
Lakes where we can prove to the rest that the
west is best!! Looking forward to it already.

Sunrise over the course
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Learn to Row Regatta
March 14th saw a tremendous array of talent assemble at the ANA Rowing Club for the annual
“Learn to Row” Regatta, still going strong after almost 30 years.

Dirty Oars

Numb Sculls

Need more info on the activities of the day,
what crews thought about the event, fun
anecdotes

Winners of the Womens Division - RIGGER JIGGERS Beverley, Madeleine, Cathy and Aoife

This regatta is aimed at those wishing to learn
to row in a group. Four friends, work colleagues
or complete strangers are coached, for five
sessions by ANA club members, and then take
part in 500m racing. It is a fun way to learn how
to row and is a great team-building exercise.

Unconscious thoughts
can sometimes bring to
the fore ideas one might
easily dismiss as
unrealistic.
This years crews
reported much enjoyment in

Over 20 crews of mostly first-time rowers
enjoyed a great day's racing and frivolity on the
500 meter Bayswater course. All crews, other
than the invitational four of former ANA “rowing
greats” rowed in quad sculls.

the process and although initial trepidation from
their coaches and fleeting thoughts of falling in
the drink at various points along the way all
crews completed all components of their “L”
plates.

The day began as it finished - sunny but a little
brisk. However, what made the day exciting
(mainly for the onlookers) was the, unusually
for our normally placid piece of the Swan River
in the front of the ANA bays, a sneaky mild
current complemented by a “slight” following
wind giving the newbies an added challenge of
keeping their shark fins, Dr Seuss and "Im a
Princess" outfits dry.
Lots of exposed blades could be seen in the
distance causing a bit of concern, and what
took an age to get the crew up the course and
lined up was quickly rewarded with rocket like
propulsion to the finish. No capsized crews
were reported by our trusty pineapple-print clad
commentator Denys Warren who was bravely
fending off the heckling hoards (actually just
Leonie).
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A big thank you to Denys (and his pineapple
shirt) for some excellent commentary

Denys was no orphan in this department - Rob
Strahan also managed to cop it in the kitchen
as he churned out 100+ superb coffees (thanks
Rob – great advert for the future ANA café) for
the masses. Luckily he was surrounded by a
great support team including Suzz and some
massive bloke called and an equally massive
amount of food topped by Jerzy’s Polish
pancakes. Back to the racing though……
After hard fought heats the men’s final saw
DRINK AND SINK triumph. Congratulations to
Tony, Gabriel, Marek, Viktor and coach Alec, a
crew of Slovakian and Portuguese heritage.

Unconscious thoughts
can sometimes bring to
the fore ideas one might
easily dismiss as
unrealistic.

Drink and Sink - winners of the Men's Division

Numb Sculls, winners of the mixed division

The RIGGER JIGGERS Beverley, Madeleine,
Cathy, Aoife and coach Nancy were the
magnificent winners of the women’s final. The
RJ’s reportedly had a great time especially
highlighted once they won their division and the
hope was to continue with their foray into the
rowing world especially after impressing their
adult children with their new found skills.
In the mixed crews final the NUMB SCULLS put
on a powerful performance to row, between
chats, to a resounding victory. Congratulations
to Mahsa, Gayle, Luke, Paul and coach Rob
who reported that his crew were thrilled with
their progress over the five lessons which
continued through to the “sweet taste of victory”.
He touted that their winning formula was their
crew mantra of “you don’t have to row well, as
long as you row together”. No ones’ going to
argue with that!!
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Elise, Sharon, Nicole, Karin and coach Kay, the
ROWBOTS crew were judged to be the Best
Costume winners and were last seen enjoying
the fruits (champagne) of their victory.

Rowbots, best costume winners

The Unstoppable Dinosaurs
One of the highlights of the day was the
participation of the invitational four (THE
UNSTOPPABLE DINASOURS) of former ANA
Rowing Club greats. The crew showed they had
not lost their wonderful talent with two powerful
and impressive displays (according to them!).
The crew was made up of:
Peter Shugg—A club stalwart for many years in
the 70’s and 80’s. A very accomplished and
winning oarsman.
Dudley Harrigan---A surf club rowing champion
who joined ANA and rowed in several State
Championship crews. Was also a noted Shit
Stirrers award winner.

Tony Devitt---Still rowing after all these years.
An accomplished and talented cricketer who
then joined ANA and enjoyed success in several
Championship crews, as well as the winning
Wesley Old Boys Crew at the 1971 Head of The
River Regatta.
Terry Smith---A member in 1961-2 and the 70’s
and 80’s. A former club president and State
Championship winner. Winner in 1987 of ANA
Best Veteran award.
Brian Tonkin---Joined ANA as a schoolboy and
went on to become a champion winning Kings
Cup Coxswain and long-time coach of Aquinas
rowing crews.
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Great Start to the Racing Season for ANA

ANA1 W8+, 1st in the Perth to Fremantle Head Race

James McGrath, winner of the MMA-K1X in the
Perth to Fremantle Head Race

After a blistering start to the 2021 racing

and old faces (Sandy Clarke & Sharon Walton)

season, ANA currently sits at the top of the

and the club started the season as we hope to

Masters Pennant board with a 19.5 Gold

finish, with a busy upbeat dedicated vibe, all of

medal tally, ahead of the crowd by 7 medals
Woo hoo ….

which

is

under

the

very

cool…cool….

persuasion of Phil Jurjevich, our brand new
Coaching Director. Phil……..

Its been an interesting start to the season, with
bushfires and another two short lockdowns, but

And as Denys Warren would say……yada

we gratefully took to the water and thanked our

yada yada!!!

lucky stars that we live in WA and are so so
blessed with the best training water in WA.

Beginning with an unusually short Masters

Notwithstanding all these elements training

racing

continued as expected and included in the fray

regattas, to show off our form, before the usual

was an influx of new (Guildford Grammar,

hunt for those ultimate Championship medals

Trinity College, Champion Lakes and boaties

and the pennant.

program

comprising

of

only

two

from Mullaloo SLSC)
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Masters Regatta #1 was held at the old RWA
stomping ground at Canning Bridge and like
days if old it began as fine yet overcast day,
slightly choppy water and some great racing.
ANA had a terrific day winning 7 golds
contributions from ladies & gents, both young
and old in all categories of pairs (Marianne
Amato & Sophie Pilot), singles (Ian Hilton &
James McGrath, making his debut win in his
MMA-K1X-race) ), doubles and quads with
1st, 2nd & 3rd placings in the mixed doubles
of

both

categories

of

A-D

(Alec

ANA M8+ Winners
ANA Guildford to Garrett Rd Head Race

Monger/Marianne; & E-F (Jenny Longman/Ian
Hilton, Nancy & Richard Ralph). ANA boated
two women’s and three mixed 8s. However, a

gold in the E-F2x-; McGrath/Pilot pipping

win in the +8's were elusive to ANA on the day

Marina Juesten and Ben Paparo in the A-D2x-

….but watch this space!!!

as

well

as

E

Grade

of

Jansen/Ucich/RRalph/Kendall/c-Harrison
Masters Regatta #2 was stopped short not

giving

once but twice due respectively to weather

(Juesten/Wearne/Paparo/Lucas/c-Craig) a run

and our favourite…COVID! However, the

for their money by 2.9sec!

the

young

ones

delay made the WA Championships all the
more sweeter for ANA and it was a beautiful

The Championships were closely followed in

day, with blue skies and flat water not unlike

weekly succession by the ANA Guildford to

the mirror ANA rowers get the privilege of

Garrett Road, Mettams and the (flog yourself

rowing on a week to week basis! James

to death) Perth to Fremantle Headraces. ANA

McGrath (3.48.85) and el Presidente, Alexis

water

Whelan, respectively took out the A-D1x-

distinctive millpond conditions on a beautiful

golds, setting up a duo to be reckoned with in

autumn

the

(Hilton/McGrath/Bond/RRalph/Cranston/Boyle

future.

Women’s

quad

of

did

itself
day.

proud

by

ANA

providing
Mens

its
8+

Cameron/Walton/Blake/Mansell/c-Whelan

n/Clarke/Monger/c-Jansen) did the club proud

provided points for the club for both the coxed

by winning in a cracking time of 22.36.30

(hard fought against ANA2) and coxless

This was the first race to have the masters

quads.

prognostics applied to the times so ANA1
womens 8+, although winning by 45sec, were

Again, the mixed doubles and quads were

taken out by Perth RC who would prove to be

prominent with the Hilton/Longman duo taking

a force for the coming season.
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ANA quads did well the WA-D4X+ again

James McGrath who not only survived the

placed first and mixed and mens quads placed

choppy cold Swan River (probably like a

second in their respective categories.

perfect summers day in Ireland) but managed
to win the Masters Mens 1x- in a time of

This beautiful day was followed by less

1.08.35.38 which again was less than a

auspicious

Mettams

minute behind the winning OM1x- placing him

Headrace and the results seemed to be a

2nd in that category. Much celebrations were

mirror of the previous week with the prize of

had with champagne for Suzz’s 50th birthday

the 1st Masters Men 8 was again taken out by

celebration (tick that off the bucket list) and

ANA and the ANA women 8+’s placing 2nd &

medals in our Facebook faces!!

conditions

for

the

3rd behind Perth RC. However, ANA’s smaller
boats did a clean sweep for the Masters

And this is just the beginning….bring on the

Womens

pennant season, which may have more

4x+

(Longman/Ucich/Sivacolundhu/Jansen/cJansen)

and

Mens

masters events included, either which way
4x+

(Cockman/Paparo/Kendall/Lucas/c-Marriot)
and Masters W2x- (Cameron/Blake).

ANA intend to finish as we have started!!

Go ANA!!

However, the Perth to Fremantle’s 16km of
pain and suffering were ANA’s pièce de
résistance for the start of the 2021 season.
With the weather predictions threatening to
provide its worst, day break on the Swan was
surprisingly clear with a stunning red hue in
the sky although choppy again around the
edges which made it a survival course for the
singles. The ANA Masters men’s 8+ GoPro
promised much but failed to deliver unlike its
crew which came home with the goods at
57.41.45, as did the Masters women’s 8+ at
1.03.13.88, which by the by was only 30sec
slower than the OW8+ putting them in second
place in that category. MW8+ ANA2 need to
be congratulated by coming in 7min later
some of whom it was their first P2F in a river
boat. Having said all that the real prize goes to
Happy Birthday Suzz!
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New Director of Coaching Phil Jurjevich

Phil Jurjevich

We are delighted to welcome Phil Jurjevich to

squad which included the Head of the Swan’s

ANA as Director of Coaching, continuing our

first recreational crew entry, and ANA’s 2020

aim to build a thriving club for men and

Crew of the Year. This training has since seen

women at all rowing ability levels.

the beginnings of a cross over to racing
training as well as an increase in additional

Phil agreed to return to the fray at ANA earlier

coaching potential from the likes of Snoops

in the year with the view to "coach the

and Matt Tibbits.

coaches" and in a short amount of time has
managed to seamlessly bridge a coaching gap

Phil has also steadily built on ANA’s already

and kick start something special within the

strong racing coaching ethos, complementing

club.

Tim Weston’s reserved direction by adding
ANA’s very own home grown talent Louisa

His initial task of coaching the coaches set the

Anderson and a raft of young gun coaches

pace by assisting Tony Beech, Catherine Van

from Trinity College who have shown us that

Delft

age is no barrier to providing highly technical

and

Garth

McCullough

with

their

burgeoning, extremely dedicated, recreational

positive guidance. Massive thanks and
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welcome to Kenzie Bui, Sam Attwater, Sam

There has also been encouragement to

Keenan, Olivia Torre, Luca Rossi, Rowan

embrace our inner animal (big cats mainly -

Frankowiak and Joe Pinto

jaguars and tigers) and challenges to win
coveted mounted animal awards (dolphins

With Phil's assistance, ANA has seen both an

being the most popular) which has the crazies

increase and retention to all categories of our

(Mad Mary recently clocking up 200km)

racing crews.

working hard on their tortured Ergos.

Weekly sessions see a regular turn out of the

Emanating boundless enthusiasm, humour and

equivalent of three 8s and a growing number

an endless supply of positive vibe, nothing has

of schoolies who are starting to reap the

changed in the +10yr gap he has been away

benefits of additional tutorage, (Guildford

from ANA except his professional experience

Grammar lads pulling out a 4x+ and 2x- golds

which has produced World and Olympic

in the All Schools State Championships).

champions such as Rhys Grant, Jack Cleary
and Josh Hicks. It has been a whirlwind

Like days of old Phil has introduced his unique

experience and we embrace every moment of

analogues (coffee cups and beef cakes which

it –

add to the lawnmower I recall from 15yrs ago),
all of which make perfect sense until you get
home

and

wonder

what

dream

you’ve

s
k
n
a
h
T

emerged from.

The much coveted Dolphin Trophy

Phil!
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Weekday Adult Learn to Row Courses

WALTR coaches Kathryn Thomas, Megan Phillips, Terril Campbell and Penny Curry

The Weekday Adult Learn-To-Row (WALTR)
Course, affectionately known as Walter, has
now completed two 3-week courses, with the
next two courses already booked. So what is
WALTR all about?
WALTR teaches beginners how to row in single
sculls on our beautiful Swan river. Class sizes
are limited to four participants. 90-minute
lessons start at 9.30am on Tuesdays,
Wednesdays and Fridays for a total of nine
lessons spread over three weeks.

days yet but the course has already attracted
shift workers, university students and retirees.
Some very pleasant hours on the water with a
great group of people, resulting in some new
club members. Present ANA Club members are
welcome to join the WALTR group for sculling
and or for getting tips on improving their sculling
technique.

After completing the course, people can apply
for ANA membership, connect with Club
members and be set up for the next stage of
their rowing experience at ANA. This could be
recreational or competition rowing in sculls or
crew boats.

WALTR was started by Kathy Thomas and Terril
Campbell. They are recreational single scullers
who very much enjoy weekday rows on the river
and particularly enjoy having the flexibility to row
during non-peak times at ANA. It occurred to
them that there may be people in the community
who might enjoy an opportunity to learn to row
single sculls during the week in a calm and
relaxed environment.

The WALTR teachers are Penny, Kathy and
Terril under the leadership of Megan. It’s early

Contact: kathy.thomas.ana@gmail. com
Mobile #: 0437787749.
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Centenary Fundraising

Help us leave a lasting legacy from the centenary year
Funds raised from all the centenary events,
raffles and auction are going towards the
purchase of a special

ANA Wine
red, white, rose, sparkling and port

“CENTENARY” Boat
either an 8+ or 4X-/4make a donation

Tax deductable donations can also be made
through our Australian Sports Foundation page
Place your orders here

Social Membership
If you would like to support ANA Rowing Club,
why not become a social member. It's $50/year
and you get full access to Club breakfasts and
social events.

Application for Membership Form

Learn to Row
ANA conducts regular Learn to Row courses,
designed to instruct complete beginners in the
skills of boat handling and correct rowing
technique.
Our next course starts on Sunday 21 July 2021
and runs for five weeks. The cost is $100 for 5
lessons, all equipment included.
For more details and to book a place, please
click here

SAVE THE DATE
Sunday 31 October 2021
HEAD OF THE SWAN
Champagne Breakfast
ANA Rowing Club
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